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hmmm i don't think it is a serial number, there are 4 things that
do not seem to be very normal on a vci's sticker: Possibly used
as a mark when the card was new, they didn't put a serial
number on it for various reasons. Possibly a sticker from
another card, but it is a sticker. On a really old card I did find a
different manufacturer's serial number on the sticker (all others
were from Philips). Possibly used as an area to write all sorts of
strange markings, when writing and reading are done on it. A
filter stamp, which means that a filter of some sort has been
used on the card (used to block LED light, or for some other
reason). Well, there are probably other things that can't be read.
And I would say, if the serial number was not added to the
sticker, it is the least concern of the first three, and probably
would be a filter stamp. As you said, in Delphi and underwin,
this has it's own serial number, if you have that you should use
the windows search function to find the serial number for
Delphi's runtime, otherwise it will tell you that the serial
number can't be located because it's invalid. So the serial
number found on the sticker is incorrect. EDIT: I should not
mention all those things, but read them all. And I got a few
things from your comment. No, I don't think so that is how it
works. There is actually no "serial number" on it. There is more
information, but this has no serial number that really tells you
anything. If you could read the data on the card and it would be
serialized, you could see that there is that much information in
the card. I think it has to do with the information that it can
store on it. On that card, it has a lot more data. It is serialized, it
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is just stored in different format. That was from my comment.
Yes that is what I wanted to say, and thanks for reading. I hope
that makes it more clear how it works and what you have to do
in order to get the serial number. There was a page on the
Philips page describing how it stores data on the card. (It has a
lot more info than a serial number)
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